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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0740967A1] Method for the automatic adjustment of the rolls (11) to guide rolled stock in a guide box (10) located upstream of a rolling
mill stand (19) and in direct cooperation with that stand (19), these guide rolls (11) cooperating centrally and symmetrically with means (15) to adjust
their position in relation to the rolling pass (29) of the stand (19), thus defining a required gap for the rolled stock (22), these adjustment means (15)
being able to be of a type such as an axially movable wedge (115) or as a rotary cam (32) or as screw-threaded means (30a, 30b), the momentary
reciprocal positions of the guide rolls (11) being governed by an adjustment unit (20) connected to a source of power (18), which conditions the
actuation of the adjustment means (15), an instrument (21) being included to measure the actual dimensions of the rolled stock (22) upstream of the
guide rolls (11), the actuation signals sent to the adjustment unit (20) for the positioning of the guide rolls (11) being correlated with the position of
the rolling rolls (24) of the rolling mill stand (23) positioned upstream of the guide box (10). Device for the automatic adjustment of the guide rolls
(11) to guide rolled stock in a guide box (10) located upstream of a rolling mill stand (19) and in direct cooperation with that stand (19), these guide
rolls (11) being supported by oscillatory arms (12) and cooperating centrally and symmetrically with means (15) to adjust their position in relation
to the rolling pass (29) of the stand (19), thus defining a required gap for the rolled stock (22), a source of power (18) being included for actuation
of the adjustment means (15) and being governed by an adjustment unit (20), which conditions the actuation of the source of power (18) according
to the required positioning of the guide rolls (11), the adjustment means (15) being able to consist of an axially movable wedge element (115) or
of a rotatably movable cam element (32) or of screw-threaded means (30), an instrument (21) being included to measure dimensions of the rolled
stock (22) and being positioned at least upstream of the guide rolls (11), a system (27) being included for the memorised setting of the rolling rolls
(24) of the rolling mill stand (23) positioned upstream of the guide rolls (11) and being functionally associated with the adjustment unit (20) for the
determination of the actuation of the adjustment means (15) according to the required positioning of the guide rolls (11). <IMAGE>
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